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Introducing: Guided buying maps data of type master data
Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba Buying with the guided buying capability

SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing with the guided 
buying capability

This feature is “on” by default. No action is required 
to utilize this feature.

The previous limitation for mapping to only work for 
single value objects is still applicable, so the “Allow 
multiple selections” needs to be toggled off.

Today, only primitive fields in forms can be mapped to 
fields in the line items of the requisition. This creates 
a divide in the information on a form and how that 
may be used on the requisition.

Now, the solution can map any line-item data of 
type master data that form designers include 
using Data source chooser fields. This new 
capability maps complex data containing object 
type and lookup values and it can allow you to 
avoid requiring users to enter data twice.

This now prevents users from having to enter 
information multiple times. Also, this capability is 
especially useful for organizations that need to map 
custom complex accounting information, such as SAP 
WBS (Work Breakdown Structure) objects.
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The process to map fields in the form designer doesn’t change; designers will be able to add fields of type data source chooser, and specify in the Application Mapping 
area which field in the requisition line item it will map to.

From the screenshot above, the user specifies the type of data in the “choose a data source”.
The previous limitation for mapping to only work for single value objects is still applicable, so the “Allow multiple selections” needs to be toggled off.


